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upon the reader's mind set and, more specifically, upon the
purpose he has in mind or the assumptions ht! brings to
his reading. Sometimes emotional associations with certain
words give them a potency disproportionate to their true
value. Unfamiliar words block the reader's thought and
cause him to stumble in his reading.
Good thinking is facilitated by a wide and precise vocabu-
lary. Thought races through familiar fields, anticipating
words and phrases before the eye has fully taken them in,
Students' Explanation of Failure.— Homework presents
various problems to many adolescent boys and girls. In some
schools they find it difficult to gain health and pleasure
while meeting the academic requirements. One student ex-
pressed the problem as follows:
. . . Too much homework is a problem. If we spend less time
than required, we arc constantly oppressed by worry and "What'll
she say 'cause I haven't it done?" "Maybo I'd bettor stay home to-
day," "Think shell give me a three, the old battle axe?" and such
common expressions, I£ we spend enough time* we are oppressed
by headaches, weariness, and a general "I feel rotten'* feeling.
Perhaps if the teachers could change places with us for a month,
they would see our side, and become a little more humane in their
dealings with students,151
In certain high schools and colleges the assignments are
undoubtedly excessive. Nevertheless, many studies of stu-
dent's actual expenditure of time show that they spend less
than three hours a day in home study and have a pleasant,
well-balanced program.
In some cases excessive participation is outside activities,
rather than the homework assignments, is at fault. This
point of view is expressed by a high school girl as follows:
The cause of many failures ia high school is due to too many out-
side activities, A student likes to be known as a "good egg/'
Through much inquiry. I find that the definition of a "good ogg" is
that he is a happy-go-lucky, likeable chap who doesn't lot his work
interfere with anything he wants to do. He is seen at all the dances;
he attends all the basketball and football games, In other words, he
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